
Rishi Kumar Shukla,                                                                                               

IPS Retired 1983  

Former Director CBI 

Former Director General of Police, MP 

Former Chairman, MP Police Housing 
Corporation 

 

MA in Philosophy  

Awarded the President’s Police Medals for Distinguished and 
Meritorious Service   

Served as a dedicated police professional for 37 years to build and 
strengthen public institutions to deliver safety, security and services 
to common citizens. 

Interests:  

 Good Governance, Ethics in Institutions, Policy for preventing 
Corruption, Motivation and Leadership. 

 Public Safety, Citizen centric Policing, Evidence based Policing 
policy changes, Research in professional Policing issues. 
Criminal Law. 

 Conflict management and resolution, Pluralistic societal 
consensus. 

 National Security and capacity building for Intelligence 
objectives. 

 Training as a tool for optimal performance. 

Visits and training: 

 Headed the Delegation from India to 88th INTERPOL General 
Assembly Session, Santiago, Chile from 15th to 18th October, 
2019.  Addressed the INTERPOL General Assembly highlighting 
achievements of India’s law enforcement. 

 



 Headed the delegation from India to the 15th Annual Heads of 
NCB Conference, Lyon France from 9th to 11th April, 2019. 

 
 Headed the team from India to USA for advanced training on 

Hostage Negotiations in 2005. 
 

 Attended mid-career training on Strategic Management and 
Leadership in London School of Economics in 2010 

 
Special interest in raising and nurturing specialist 
Institutions: 

 Piloted the establishment of MP HAWK in 2000, elite force to 
fight Left Wing Extremism with 70% of pay as risk allowance. 
 

 Guiding the setting up of Special Task Force of MP in 2001 to 
combat Organised Crime, revamping it in 2007. 
 

 Establishing the MP Anti-Terror Squad in 2008 with a 60% 
additional pay. 
 

 Expanding and restructuring the MP Intelligence set up in 2009 
with special incentives and capacity building of Intelligence 
training infrastructure. 
 

 Raising the MP State Disaster Response Force as DG Home 
Guards in 2013 with specialized trained responders in Deep 
Diving and Rescue efforts. 

Fifteen years of experience in Intelligence and Security agencies at the 
National and State Level. 

Abiding interest in Criminal Detection and Investigation striving for 
innovation and improved practices culminating in the stint in Central 
Bureau of Investigation. 



As Director, CBI, efforts of systemic changes were made with a system 
of close participative supervision of investigation and prosecution of 
cases, weekly review, and deployment of multidisciplinary 
investigative teams and enhanced focus on digital evidence. 

CBI initiated a system of annual multi stakeholder deliberation on 
issues relating to vigilance and anti-corruption. The first national 
conference on vigilance and anti-corruption was organised on 27th 
October, 2020. 

  As the Head of the Police Force in Madhya Pradesh State, 
endeavored to usher in transformative changes with a view to fast 
track investigation and prosecution of heinous criminal cases yielded 
unprecedented results in terms of high conviction rates and 
expeditious processing of criminal cases. 
 
Institutionalized evidence based police policymaking   with a 
mandate for     large scale improvement in orientation and service 
delivery. Initiated an approach of opening up police training 
institutions for the public universities. Close coordination was 
established with National Law University Delhi for adding a Police 
reforms Component in training.  Research tie-ups with MIT and other 
prestigious Universities to initiate academic research with practical 
policing to enhance citizen satisfaction with Police efforts. 

As Chairman, Police Housing Corporation embarked on an ambitious 
plan of constructing 25000 houses for Police Personnel generating 
approvals and funds. 

 

Email :       Rishi_2000in@yahoo.com, rishi.shukla@gov.in 

Contact:    91-9425365076 ;  91-9319846611  

 


